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Do not start to write without f."o*irffi"here you are goingfrom the first worfl In a
well-developed story the first three lines have almost the same irnportance as the
last three.
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or whether they are consonant or assonant.
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If yorqwant to express exactly this circumstance:fthe cold wind blew off from the
river,Jthere are not any more words in the humai Ianguage better than these to
express it. Once you are the master of your words, do not worry about what they are

Do not add more adjectives unless you need to. It will not matter how many lines-of
colo6you add to a weak noun. If you find what is most precise, only that will have an

. incomparable colgg However, you have to find it. -- .f- . U
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path you outlined. Do not distract yourself by seeing whattheysee

Believe your art is an unreachable zenith. Do notthink uUout#tffiilHfilWhen
it, you will grrste it without even knowing it.
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Resist imitation when you can, but do imitate if the influence is too ,,.onrliliff 
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personalitpdevelopment reqgiresthe-mesE patience.
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Have blind faith not in your ca i\ffgud:but in the work ethic you desire.
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"Xwaste. Have this as an absolute truth, although it*s+to'H .- -
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Do not write underneath emotion's+eipn:Allow it to die, and evoke it later. If you
are able to revive itlhtffias it was, y&rAhave arrived in the middle of the path of your
art' .'P"\/ 6na,$ ,ex --\S*$ -WX"$, pd<ox^q

Do not think of your friends when writing nor think that the impression that.your
writing will make o#ry. Tell the story as if it will not interest more thanffmail
world of your characters, one of whom you could have been. You should not obtain
the life of the story in any other way.
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